Yanmar powershift

Write us a message! This tractor has been sold, please choose a different one from:. Operating
Hours No. Combinator cm, for Japanese compact tractors, with spring tines and clod crusher,
Komondor SKO Compost Spreader L with cardan shaft. Corn seeder 3 rows with plastic seeder
tank, for Japanese compact tractors. Cultivator with 2 hoe units, with hiller, for Japanese
compact tractors, Komondor SK2. Cultivator with 3 hoe units, with hiller, Komondor SK3.
Cultivator with 4 hoe units, with hiller, for Japanese compact tractors, Komondor SK4.
Cultivator with 5 hoe units, with hiller, Komondor SK5. Extra high side panel kit for Komondor
SPK series trailers. Finishing mower cm, with 4 wheels and 3 blades, for Japanese compact
tractors, DM Front mounted 3 point hitc for Japanese compact tractors. Hole digger machine,
with PTO shaft, for Japanese compact tractors. Pallet fork for Japanese compact tractors,
Komondor RV Potato Digger 1 row. Potato planter for 1 line, for Japanese compact tractors,
Polish. Rotary tiller cm, Komondor MTM Snow plow cm, vario, independent side by side
adjustable, for Japanese compact tractors, Komondor SHE Transport container cm, rear
mounted wheels. Two-row potato planter. Water pump, PTO driven, for Japanese compact
tractors. Wood screw splitter for Japanese compact tractors, Komondor RH Check out our
Yanmar Owners message board. Interact with hundreds of other Yanmar owners and get
answers to your technical questions. Check out our library of Yanmar tractor technical articles.
Gets lots of How-to tips and tricks to make maintaining your tractor a breeze! Find lots of useful
information from tires sizes to weights and dimensions in our research center. A great place to
post questions about your tractor, connect with other Yanmar owners, or just share your
current projects or restorations. Need to find some specs on your Yanmar or find out what your
tractor is worth? Check out our Research Center. Get help with eveything from changing your
oil to troubleshooting a starting problem in our tech center. We started this website back in We
actually started as 'YanmarOwners. We wanted a place where owners of Yanmar tractors could
interact and help eachother with common problems. Since there is not a real dealership network
for these tractors we felt that it was important for customers that had these tractors to be able
to help each other. The site has become more popular over the years and we really appreciate
all of your contributions! The D actually indicatess that the tractor is 4wd. Why they chose the D
is a mystery but it does make things confusing. They built it in If you look under the hood of
many compact John Deere tractors you fill find a Yanmar diesel engine. Turns out that color
was not very popular here in the USA so they changed it after a few years to a deep red. The red
is between the dark red Massey color and the brighter red Case IH red. YM Owners. Toggle
navigation Main Menu. Previous Next. Check Out Our Message Board A great place to post
questions about your tractor, connect with other Yanmar owners, or just share your current
projects or restorations. Research Center Need to find some specs on your Yanmar or find out
what your tractor is worth? Technical Articles Get help with eveything from changing your oil to
troubleshooting a starting problem in our tech center. Check our our sponsors for great deals.
Replacement Ignition Switch Replace your wore out ignition switch with this hew heavy duty
model! Clutch Slipping? Newest Message Board Posts Check out the newest posts to our
message board. Popular Message Board Posts Check out some of the most popular posts on
our message board. More coming soon! Coming soon. Coming soon! Check it out now! Who Is
YMOwners. Featured Video. Fun Facts "All Yanmar tractors are diesel. Yanmar never made a
gasoline version. Forum Rules. Home Forums Reviews Articles Store. Homepage Today's Posts
Search Register. Forgot your Password? Sign Up. Remember Me? Results 1 to 8 of 8. How does
Yanmar powershifty tranny work? Is it well suited to back and forth loader work? Just curious
I've been spoiled by a hydrostatic drive machine that I have now push one pedal to go forward,
push the other pedal to go in reverse. Can someone describe how the powershift tranny works
in terms of operation? Reply With Quote. Re: How does Yanmar powershifty tranny work? If you
have ever driven a "shuttle shift" tractor, they drive a lot like Yanmar's Powershift. Powershift
lets you shift with or without the clutch. You are on the tractor, you have selected your range,
which you have to use the clutch for. The Powershift is in neutral, you want to go forward, push
the shifter to 1st gear. You can either use the clutch or not, it is your choice. Want to go faster,
bump it to 2nd or 3rd. Want to back up? Pull the shifter back. On my FX26D, it would go to
neutral and stop unless you had the button on the shifter pushed in. The shifter of mine was like
a floor mounted auto trans shifter in a car, only it was mounted next to the right fender. On the
10 series Yanmars their shifters are mounted on the transmission hump between your feet. You
have to pull them over to get to reverse. On the 20 series Yanmars the shifter is set up like an
"On the column shifter" of a car or truck. Instead of the button to push in like the FX, you simply
lift the handle slightly while you are shifting to reverse. Yanmar did this to keep people from
accidentally shifting from high gear forward to reverse. With a little practice you will get to the
point where you can go from forward to reverse and time it so that the tractor slows down
enough not to throw you over the hood changing directions. The Powershifts are great for

loader work. Hey, thanks for the post! I have driven a shuttle shift once. It had a seperate gear
selector for which gear, then a shuttle shift lever to go in either forward or reverse. So, you can
shift from say, a low forward speed to a low reverse speed without clutching then? Sounds like
it would be reasonable for loader work. Plus, if you need to change directions on a hill, you
don't have to clutch right? That's nice Mechanically, how do they actually accomplish this? Is
this type of transmission tend to be reliable or problem-prone? Since it's all mechanical, I'd
imagine it's probably pretty reliable? I've got an old Power-trac right now. It's incredibly
versatile, and remarkably powerful for it's lb size. It was pretty beat up when I bought it and I've
put a lot of money and time into fixing it up. It still takes quite a bit of maintenance even though
there's nothing "wrong" with it now per se, so I'm considering possibly selling it and getting
something that just doesn't require much TLC. Not sure I'll find that in the price range I'd like,
but we'll see! Most shuttle shifts require clutching. Alot of ag tractors have power reverser
which is like the power shift. On my I have 3 forward powershift gears and one reverse. The
reverse is about the same as forward gear 3. I wish it was more like 1 or better yet I wish it had 3
reverse gears like it does forward. It works great for loader work but not as nice as a hydorstat
and not even close to as nice as a skid steer loader Much better than manual shift or even
standard shuttle shift I have heard people call the Yanmar powershift "bullet proof". Plus it
allows you to use your pto kinda like a live pto. There are power shuttles power reverser and
there are power shifts. Both types of transmissions accomplish gear changes by using
hydraulic clutch packs and solenoids. It's sorta like a automatic. With the shuttle shift there is
no park, so it's in neutral. You don't need to use the clutch to shift from neutral to 1st or
reverse. You can bang shifts up to 3rd and back down as fast as you want. You can slow, shift
to neutral and then into reverse with out touching the clutch. If you want to change the range
gear, you must stop and use the clutch. The powershift transmission is pretty trouble free. It
uses hydraulic clutch packs. It is all mechanical, no solenoids. I'm not a big promoter of
powershift for loaders. The manual states the tractor should stop moving before shifting into
the opposite direction. People should be aware of this fact when using the powershift. Yea they
aint as good for loaders as a hydostat. Yea you don't want to slam your tranny back in forth too
hard too often. They are alot better than standard shift for loader work Most the time your
moving pretty slow and you kinda learn to time the shift as the roll of the tractors slows or
stops. They work pretty well All times are GMT The time now is AM. Other trademarks on this
page are the property of their respective owners. The Yanmar Powershift is surrounded by
confusion. Is it a hydrostat? How does it work? Is it reliable? How do I use it? We hope this will
help clear up some of that confusion. First of all A powershift DOES use hydraulic pressure to
engage the clutch packs but the actual power to the transmission comes from a mechanical link
to the engine like in a manual transmission. In a hydrostat, warning: extreme over-simplification
ahead the engine drives a pump that pumps oil to a hydraulic motor that turns the transmission.
This makes the hydrostat infinitely adjustable. You can pretty much go any speed you want with
the engine at 2, RPM, for example. You just push the hydrostat pedal harder some have a leverbut most are pedals now to go faster or pull the pedal up to go backwards and the engine stays
running at the same speed. Hydrostats are simply not very efficient. Turning a pump which
pumps oil through a valve to drive a motor which drives the transmission wastes a lot of power.
The pump wastes power, the valve wastes power, the motor wastes power, etc. Hydrostats are
typically not recommended any time you need to pull things a lot - like a plow, or disc, or
frequent heavy box blading. In contrast, the Yanmar PowerShift is almost just as efficient as a
manual transmission and most of the engine's power makes it to the wheels. The PowerShift
portion of the transmission is controlled by a shifter, usually between your legs or on the dash.
The shifter operates a valve that directs oil to certain sets of clutches inside the transmission.
These clutches lock together under extreme pressure to avoid any slippage and cause the
transmission to turn different sets of gears moving the tractor at different speeds. The oil
pressure comes from a PowerShift pump located inside the bellhousing. It does not use the
same pump as the three point or the loader. It does, however, share the same oil reservoir. How
do you use it? The Yanmar PowerShift has a manual range gear shifter. You need to push in the
clutch to change these gears. You can select reverse, neutral, and 1,2,3, and on some models,
4th gear all while under a load. This is really nice for loader work where you are changing
directions frequently. If you shift at a high engine speed without using the clutch you will get a
very firm shift- enough to startle you if you are not paying attention and can even be dangerous
in the wrong conditions. If you shift at a low rpm as recommended without the clutch- the shift
will be firm but not too aggressive. So, should I use the clutch or not? You must use the clutch
any time very slight movements are required like backing up to hook up a mower. The
disadvantage of a powershift or any mechanical transmission over a hydrostat is that at any set
RPM your travel speed is limited to however many gears you have. If you have 3 range gears

and 3 forward powershift
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chiltons repair manual free
audi q5 service manual
gears, for example, and you want to mow with the engine at a fixed 2, RPM: then you only have
9 options for forward travel speed. You can increase or reduce the engine RPM but then that will
effect how your mower is performing. You can get into a situation where one gear is slightly too
slow for your liking and the next gear is too fast for the conditions too bumpy, sloped, etc. This
is the situation where a hydrostat's infinite speed is superior. The Yanmar tractor PowerShift
unit is extremely reliable. In all of the years we have sold parts for these tractors we have only
sold 1 pump and 2 sets of clutch packs. Both of those were because the customer let the
transmission run out of oil and let the clutches slip. If you have any other questions please feel
free to email us. All rights reserved. Any appearance of the Yanmar name, Yanmar logo, or
Yanmar part numbers are for reference purposes only and does not imply that the part is a
genuine Yanmar part. Powershift Mysteries Revealed.

